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Apartment Sweet Apartment

BY

STEPH LEUNG

A

s a senior who has had her share
of both dorm-life and off-campus
housing, I’m still somewhat torn as
to which mode of living I think is better. In
freshman year, I started out in Wren, that
huge palace of brick uphill, complete with
its own (dry) moat. I actually came to love
Wren, in spite of the Wren bugs, a flooding
shower, and our common room’s moldy
window and lack of a table. My awesome
suitemates, all of whom I’m still friends with
today, made living in that hole bearable. I
came to appreciate having a common room
at all, Wren’s good soundproofing (which
I attribute to the brick), and Carmichael’s
proximity to us, not to mention that of the
Joey, too. Wren was not that bad of a start to
living away from home, but I knew I could
do better.
Sophomore year, five of my Wren
suitemates and I moved into Hill. My double
was large enough to fit a futon, a huge TV,
a mini-fridge, and a couple of extra shelves.
My roommate and I decided to go all out
for luxury by purchasing office chairs and
“installing” almost-wall-to-wall carpeting. I’d
have to say the only pluses to living in Hill
were the size of my room and being close to
the gym. Hill can be a hike from everywhere
else, and the loud music from aerobics

year; we loved having the privacy of our
own home and not having to deal with noisy
hallmates. Our house was in good condition,
so we never had to deal with too much fixing
up. We had our own spacious bedrooms that
allowed for bigger beds, and an incredibly
cozy living room (with couches to die for),
and a kitchen where we could cook and
enjoy our own meals. After our first year in
the apartment, I did have a substantial list of

I honestly thought it would turn out like a season of
the Real World, but though we definitely hit a few
rough patches, it really wasn’t that bad.
classes was never amusing. My friends and
I knew we wanted to move off-campus for
junior year.
We had begun our search for the perfect
off-campus apartment early sophomore
year—probably around November—and
found a charming, decently priced house
for five near Boston Ave. The newly
renovated kitchen and hardwood floors, a
location seconds away from campus, and the
potential we saw for it to be the apartment
of our dreams were what sold us. Excitedly,
we had rushed back to Tufts in the beginning
of junior year to furnish, paint, and decorate
our new humble abode.
Things ran smoothly during that first
2
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gripes, including the annoyance of dealing
with a landlord, an excessive fee for laundry,
and the lack of a dishwasher and garbage
disposal in the kitchen. The worst was
probably the need to be more sparing in our
use of electricity and gas (read: cold winter
months spent wrapped up in a fleece blanket
cocoon) in order to save on utilities. We also
no longer had the trusty OneSource crew
to clean our common spaces, meaning we
actually had to do chores (gasp!). Still, there
was no question in our minds that we would
remain in the apartment during senior year.
Nothing beats saving the hassle of figuring
out your housing situation, and a couple of
extra responsibilities would not steer us away

from the house that had become home sweet
home.
I stayed in the apartment this past
summer, which allowed me the pleasure of
living with random subletters. I honestly
thought it would turn out like a season of
the Real World, but though we definitely hit
a few rough patches, it really wasn’t that bad.
The best step we had taken was having them
sign a contract before they moved in, which
was something we mistakenly hadn’t done
in the previous summer. If you move offcampus, be sure to have your subletters sign
a contract, lest they decide to neglect utilities
bills or spontaneously move out after only a
week leaving you to pay the rent for someone
you suddenly despise.
I have to say I’ve been pretty lucky in
terms of having good housemates—yearlong ones and subletters alike. They’ve been
respectful, considerate, and responsible,
and I’d like to think that I’ve been the
same to them. If you find yourself living
in a house in the future or if you have
just recently moved into an apartment, I’d
urge you to be considerate, too. Make sure
to conserve energy whenever you can so
as not to rack up the utilities bill. Replace
the toilet paper roll if you used the last bit
of one. Don’t forget to take care of your
dirty dishes. Perhaps most importantly,
maintain good communication with your
housemates. If you don’t voice your
opinions on what bothers you, then nothing
will change. Simply stating your grievances
in a diplomatic way can work wonders in a
household.
All in all, despite some of my
complaints, I’d have to advise moving offcampus as the way to go. And even though
it is only September, it’s not too early in the
year for you sophomores and juniors to
start thinking about your future residences
at Tufts. In light of recent changes to the
Tufts residential situation—i.e., Sophia
Gordon Hall (equipped with dishwashers!)
and a modified housing lottery system—
perhaps our campus will soon see a huge
influx of upperclassmen. However, if you
and a group of people you are compatible
with find a decent off-campus apartment, I
wholeheartedly encourage it, for the luxury
of not ever having to wear shower shoes, if
nothing else. O

A pedestrian was struck by a moving
vehicle in a hit-and-run on Powderhouse Blvd
at 11:22 p.m. Fortunately, there was no report of any injuries. The Somerville Traffic
Division is investigating the incident, and
is still looking for the culprit.

Saturday, September 16
A 20-year-old male student on Packard
Ave was stopped by TUPD for an open container
violation at 3:48 a.m. He couldn’t help it; there
really is nowhere else to party but on the outskirts of Frat Row after 2 a.m.
At 9:48 p.m., a female called in to report
that her ex-boyfriend had called her, threatening to jump off a roof. TUPD tracked him down
near Haskell Hall and found that he was clearly
not suicidal, just suffering from a case of PostBreakup Syndrome.

Monday, September 18
At 9:15 a.m., an impatient motor vehicle operator attempted to speed into the Dowling parking
garage after the car immediately in front of her.
She subsequently smashed into the moving barrier,
breaking it and causing significant damage to her
car.
—Compiled by Stephanie Leung, with the cooperation of the Tufts Police Dept.
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You Though People Living in
Sophia Had it Made?
It appears that the standard of living for a
college student is on the rise. Loft-Right,
a new on-campus apartment building at
DePaul University in Chicago, boasts trendy
interior design and furniture, granite countertops in the kitchen and bathrooms, and
satellite TV hookups, as well as a pool table
and a fireplace in the building’s main lobby.
Each student living in Loft-Right pays more
than $1,000 to enjoy these amenities. For
students interested in the complete luxury
lifestyle, from personal maids to grocery
delivery to laundry service, companies
DormAid and Valet Today have it covered.
Madpackers, a moving company targeted for
college students in Manhattan, also offers all
these services, plus limo rides to class.

No More Early Admissions for
Harvard and Princeton
Princeton University decided to abolish
its early admissions policy on Monday, not
long after Harvard had done the same in the
previous week. Both schools will now select
their applicants from a single pool and notify
them in the spring, instead of accepting some
in December. These decisions were made in
order to alleviate some applicant anxiety, and
to generate a more diverse student body.
—Compiled by Stephanie Leung

Just the Facts
Tufts Trivia of the Week
Where did the

Which Tufts landmark was
featured
name
Resquadin the opening credits of the
sitcom Sabrina
the Teenage Witch?
come from?

Tigers have striped skin, not just
striped fur.
—Some-guy.com

The Gate to the President’s Lawn
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NEWS

Progressive Liberal Universalists to Progressive Liberals:
The History of Religion (and the Lack Thereof) at Tufts from its
Founding to the Twentieth Century
MICHAEL SKOCAY

hen Tufts University was
founded on that “typically
warm midsummer day in
Boston” in July 1853, when
the first blocks of sandstone and red brick
were laid on the rocky hill overlooking
farmland and forest, those 1,500 witnesses gathered for the event witnessed an
early experiment in education. For Tufts
was the first college of higher education
founded by Universalists—upon weathered principles that had withstood the test
of time after years of being considered
“heretical” beliefs in an outcast Protestant
sect. The distinct ideas that motivated the
founders were those of equality, morality,
and primarily a separation of religious
teaching from secular studies. Rev. Hosea
Ballou, Charles Tufts, and Rev. Alonzo
Ames Miner were progressive thinkers
with a liberal religious worldview. The
religious ideals that these men embodied
have outlasted their religious context and
continue to influence the philosophy of
Tufts in a much more secular form to the
present day.
EARLY YEARS
From their beginnings in America,
members of the Universalist church, an
offshoot of Protestantism that had rejected Calvinist predestinationism, fought
an uphill battle for recognition and equal
rights. After arriving from England in 1770,
Universalists slowly built a loose coalition
of members from arriving immigrants and
“come-outers” who had rejected the hellfire-and-damnation philosophies taken up
by major religions in the wake of the First
Great Awakening at mid-century. The Universalists centered their faith on ideas of
the universal brotherhood of man, humane
treatment of all people, and the benevolent
fatherhood of God. Unlike other religions
of the day, which encouraged orthodox
adherence to the biblical word and to a
strict moral code in life and law, Universalist
members worked toward the separation of
church and state and a more liberal under-

A flag draped in Goddard Chapel during World War I, circa 1918.

W
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branch out into new ventures. One of their
first experiments in living was the utopian
community of Hopedale, Massachusetts.
Launched in 1842 by Adin Ballou—a man
who preached a non-violent philosophy of
mitigating violence with love (which would
be translated and read a century later by
Leo Tolstoy and Hannah Arendt)—the
community lasted for fourteen years, until
its demise in 1856.
Universalism’s first steps into education occurred around the same time as the
Hopedale experiment, and were met with
opposition from older members of the religious community, who looked with disdain
upon formal education and book learning,
especially the sectarian values of American higher education. Early attempts at
founding Universalist schools either failed
outright or had difficulty staying afloat and
maintaining their non-religious mandate.
The Nichols School in Dudley, Massachusetts, founded in 1819, the Clinton Liberal
Institute in New York, begun in 1831, and
other colleges and secondary schools
throughout New England were imperfect
but nonetheless inspiring examples of the
religion’s move toward concrete betterment

standing of Christian doctrine. These were
individualists who referred to themselves as
“partialists,” attending meeting houses or
“societies” rather than churches, and called
their leaders “preachers” instead of “clergymen.” These were men and women who felt
equal in the eyes of the creator and saw no
need for a complex hierarchy of leadership
to direct their faith—for the denomination
was more concerned with brotherhood in
this life than with the uncertainties of the
afterlife.
The Universalists’ reluctance to supersede personal and local power to greater
authorities was the cause for significant
delay in their organizing efforts, and it
was not until 1834 that the group formed
a statewide association in Massachusetts.
Until the 1830s and 1840s this minority
denomination had been labeled “heretical”
and was grouped with “Sceptics, Deists,
Atheists and other libertines,” a position
which forced them into a defensive position such that they focused on enduring and
were unable to broaden their goals to help
end social ills. By the early 1840s, however,
Universalists were fairly well established,
if not yet well accepted, and they began to

BY
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through learning.
The central theme uniting all Universalist experiments in education was
non-sectarianism, a drive to protect the
minds of their children from the skewed
curricula commonly found in schools across
the region. Inside the Universalist schools,
religion was often still a requirement, as at
Tufts, but it was separated from the teaching of other subjects, and conformed to
the Universalists' more liberal beliefs, rather
than the prevailing Protestantism taught
in public schools. The trend in universalism toward education was dramatic; from
the first schools founded in 1830, to over
twenty institutions by 1870. Among these

tion who, occasionally published articles in
periodicals and newspapers.
Thus it was set that Tufts would be
built atop Walnut Hill, a place that Charles
Dickens, on a tour of Boston in 1842, purportedly described, saying, “There was not,
probably, more than one other hill-top in
the world from which one could see such a
combination of natural beauty in the landscape, and, at the same time, survey such an
accumulation of wealth and culture.”
The first decade at Tufts was largely experimental and without parallel. The school
taught the liberal arts in their truest form,
but denominational critics continued to demand that a theology school be added to the

“There is something, in the very tendency of liberal

quired knowledge on a broad base of topics,
sharpened their minds, and learned under
the professorship of learned clergymen.
The college observed all religious holidays,
and students and faculty were required to
attend all masses and prayers on these religious days. Morning and evening prayer in
the chapel were a requirement for a short
time, as was attendance at a church of one’s
choosing on the Sabbath.
Financially, the college barely survived
on contributions from denomination members and the paltry sum from student’s tuition, and thus it received and often lobbied
the state legislature for funds. This is not
odd so much because Tufts was a religious

studies, opposed to a narrow

bigotry. Narrow, clannish prejudices, exclusiveness, and a liberal course of learning will
always be found irreconcilable…We consecrate it to the work of instruction in sound

learning and science, under the influence of Christian principles.”
new schools was a college of higher education—Tufts.
The establishment of a “light on the
hill,” a beacon of knowledge aglow above
the city of Boston, was spearheaded by Rev.
Hosea Ballou 2d, a pastor and educator
in Massachusetts who wrote columns in
religious circulars and periodicals. Ballou’s
work with his father on the Expositor and
Universalist Review, founded in 1830, was
meant to encourage reform in public education and demand the necessity of higher
education under denominational leadership.
While most members of the denomination agreed that a new institution in New
England would be a positive development,
there was heated argument over whether the
college should be “literary,” “theological,”
or a combination of the two. The result of
several state Universalist conventions in the
1840s and a decade of wavering financial
backing eventually led to the decision to
found a school in Boston. Finances came
from donations large and small, with few
gifts over $1000 and a great many five and
ten dollar allotments from ordinary Universalists. The land for the new institution
was donated by Charles Tufts, an eminent
Boston Universalist and an elderly landowner. One of the first men appointed to
the Board of Trustees was Phineas Taylor
Barnum, a circus showman by trade and
an unofficial member of the denomina-

college. President Ballou’s inaugural address
in 1855 described the school’s separation of
education and religion and criticized those
who maintained secular values. “Sectarian in
their regulations and conduct; they cannot
very well be so, for any long period; there is
something, in the very tendency of liberal
studies, opposed to a narrow bigotry. Narrow, clannish prejudices, exclusiveness, and
a liberal course of learning will always be
found irreconcilable.” He continued speaking about the college, “We consecrate it to
the work of instruction in sound learning
and science, under the influence of Christian principles.”
This was the mission of Tufts, and
all Universalist educators: to separate the
spiritual from the ration, religion from
education, and to use morals as a guide
for liberal studies. On the small campus
of three buildings and roughly 30 pupils
surrounded by farmland and wooded hills,
students were expected to take part in
maintaining the college and preparing their
food—and perhaps this physical labor was
a moral education in its own right. Initially,
the college had no library, Pres. Ballou
wrote letters to friends and published ads
in Universalist newspapers to increase the
number of texts in the school’s “philosophical apparatus.”
In its early years the college lived up
the ideals of its denomination: students ac-

institution, for Harvard also received state
funding, but because Universalists were so
opposed to the state’s “sectarian” public
school system (although the state had officially cleared religion from schools by the
1830s). Yet they prized the continuance
of their institution more than conflicting
values.
CIVIL WAR AND TURN OF THE CENTURY
After the first president and champion
of the college, Hosea Ballou 2d, died in
1861, Tufts found their next president
from within the institution. Alonzo Ames
Miner was elected unanimously by the
board of trustees. Miner was a strongly
conservative Universalist who challenged
the liberal denomination thinkers of his
day and supported prohibition efforts for
20 years, once running for governor as a
prohibition candidate. His religiosity set the
tone for the continued impact of religion
on the growing college, and some more
religiously liberal students and faculty must
have been concerned that Miner would shift
the school in a conservative direction. But
Miner was a pragmatic leader, who expanded the material taught at Tufts to include
more modern topics like engineering and
increased funds for the financially fragile
school. The year 1869 saw the founding
of the Divinity School under the liberal
leadership of Rev. T.J. Sawyer. The school
September 22, 2006
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suited Tufts well by allowing students to
study Universalism and also to expand
their knowledge on a variety of philosophies—including a course in Judaism and
the Hebrew language taught by a leading
Jewish scholar. Miner himself maintained
his religious affiliations by working as both
the University’s president and as the full
time pastor, but the pressure of two major
roles led to his resignation in 1875.
Following Miner as president was Rev.
Elmer Capen, another conservative member of the college, and a man the trustees
chose because they felt that the head of
Tufts should be “a clergyman, especially a
Universalist clergyman.” Capen took charge
of expanding the campus, building a gymnasium, a science building, a library, and,
at the top of his list of priorities, a chapel.
The capital for the chapel’s construction
was donated by Mary Goddard, widow
of a former trustee, who left $25,000 for
a campus memorial to her husband. Thus
in the fall of 1883 the chapel was opened
and the 100-foot-tall steeple became the
dominant architectural landmark on the hill.

Tufts also gained significant wealth from
the sale of land in nearby towns during the
Capen presidency and decided to search
for the “best financial officer available…in
or out of the ranks of the Universalist
Church” to manage the college’s growing
wealth. In the 1890s the majority of Tufts
administrators and faculty, still numbering a comparatively few employees, were
members of the Universalist church. But
Tufts was also opening up to a broader
non-religious world through boards of
visitors and boards of impartial overseers,
who examined and critiqued aspects of
the university. During the last decade of
the century, the administration improved
the institution through vast restructuring,
changes in admissions policies, and the rise
to prominence of the graduate school.
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
The start of the 20th century saw the
fading of provincialism and religion as the
main factors defining Tufts. By this time
Tufts had in fact become a progressive
university (despite the fact that it remained

A Divinity School classroom in Crane Chapel, Miner Hall.
6
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“Tufts College”) and while many of the
original goals of the founders remained and
were strengthened through the years—including that of quality education for all people—religion continued only as a nascent
force carrying along a current of morally
upright ideas from decade to decade.
One example of the end of the era of
denominationalism is the death of Henry
Bromfield Pearson, a longtime Harvard
College professor who happened to donate
a good portion of his fortune to Tufts when
he died in 1867 (it helped that he was a close
friend of Tufts administrators). Pearson was
a man divided between the fading religiosity and modern move toward equality. He
believed that knowledge of God and his
works should be “the great end for which an
institution of learning should be founded.”
Students, according to Bromfield Pearson,
should learn this philosophy through a morning schedule that included, “the reading of
some portion of the Gospels of the New
Testament, to be followed in every instance
by the singing of a hymn from a collection
of poetry of a liberal and devotional spirit,

DIGITAL COLLECTIONS AND ARCHIVES, TUFTS UNIVERSITY

and closed by an affectionate and solemn
reading of the Lord’s Prayer.” But Pearson
was also forward-thinking. He believed in the
coeducation of men and women and in the
intellectual equality of both sexes.
Before women first began taking
courses at Tufts in the fall of 1892, Tufts had
remained a male-only institution. In fact, the
college was the only Universalist institution
that was not opened as a coeducational facility, and the college steadfastly remained so
for four decades until the first females graduated in 1896. The new century ushered in a
modern era of coeducation at Tufts with the
founding of Jackson College in 1904. Several
Universalist-funded scholarships accelerated
the pace of gender integration, including the
Women’s Universalist Missionary Society of
Massachusetts and several scholarships that
paid the salary of women professors.
Another sign of end of religion as the
dominant force at Tufts were problems in
the divinity school. When the school was
founded in the civil-war-era it was a promising institution that provided a much needed
center of religious study at the Universalist
institution. Until the early 1900s, the program
continued to expand, enrollment was strong,

and a library in Miner Hall was constructed
to house the college’s collection of denominational literature. However, the first years
of the 20th century were marked by a sharp
decline in enrollment at the school, and in
1906-1907, only one new student entered
the divinity school. Several theories were
offered for the small number of students
entering religious study, and President Frederick Hamilton, a Universalist clergyman,
was especially worried. Suggestions for the
reasons for the downfall of religious study
included the rise of secularism in American
society and the growing interest of scientific solutions—namely psychotherapy—to
problems of the mind and soul. Despite
curriculum changes aimed at modernizing
the traditional field, including a course
called “The Application of Psychology to
the Work of the Christian Ministry,” the
tide of societal change had crested on the
once-central area of study.
THE FUTURE
After the modernization of Tufts College in the early twentieth century—the shift
from a denominational to a non-religious
guiding philosophy—the college lost the

layer of Universalism which once covered the
institution, but left an imprint of the rational
virtues of the denomination.
A later triumph of the ideals of a Universalist education occurred a century after
Hosea Ballou founded the university. In
the 1930s, when teachers in Massachusetts
were first required to sign a loyalty oath, two
Tufts men resigned rather than give up their
freedom of speech. And in the 1950s, at the
height of McCarthy-era fear and secrecy, the
administration took no steps to monitor the
actions of professors in the classroom, and
instead put good faith in their integrity as
educators. And today, a century-and-a-half
after its founding, Tufts thrives as a university
because the values of a quality education—as
proposed by the denominationalist founders— have not been lost. This is the continued
value of the founding ideals: to retain the
positive features of the present and continually move in a progressive direction toward a
brighter future. O
Acknowledgements: The Digital Collections and
Archives at Tufts University and Light on the
Hill: A History of Tufts College, 1852-1952 by
Russell Miller.
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New “Pathways” to Understanding
BY

I

MARGARET O’CONNOR

n today’s political climate, interfaith
dialogue has become increasingly
important in order for people to
understand one another—yet it
is something that is not made a priority
nearly enough. Tufts recently introduced
a new program to remedy this national
situation on the campus. Run through the
Experimental College, the program, Pathways, is funded through the Department
of Homeland Security Academic Affairs
Office. It aims to promote understanding
and cooperation between Christian, Jewish
and Muslim students on the philosophical, political, and social levels. According
to a Tufts press release, “The grant will
support the development, implementation and refinement of programs that will
reduce inter-group tensions within the
university.”
Rabbi Jeffrey Summit, Associate Jewish Chaplain and Director of the Granoff Family Hillel
Center, is the grant’s co-principal
investigator, working along with
Jonathan Wilkenfeld from the
University of Maryland. He says the idea
for Pathways began after a conversation
with former Tufts Vice President Mel
Bernstein, who is serving as the DHS’s
Director of Academic Affairs. According to Summit, the discussion revolved
around ways to deepen opportunities for
interfaith dialogue at Tufts: “I expressed to
[Bernstein] that while the Department of
Homeland Security was protecting bridges,
I thought it was also essential to build
bridges between our various religious and
cultural groups on campus,” he explained.
“That was the genesis for this project.”
Once funding was procured from
DHS for the project, which also has
branches at the University of Maryland,
Wellesley College, MIT and Brandeis
University, a Tufts-specific plan had to be
developed. The university had the advantage of many existing religious and political
groups from which it could gather input
and support. Thus Pathways was developed by the four university chaplains, faculty from the departments of comparative

religion and psychology, the Institute for
Global Leadership, and the Tisch College
for Citizenship and Public Service.
Student groups also helped in developing the program. Tufts’ Muslim Student
Association, Hillel, Catholic Community,
Tufts Protestant Fellowship, Tufts Arab
Student Association, and NIMEP (New
Institute for Middle East Peace) were all
surveyed. The goal was to develop a program that would work cooperatively with all
of the groups to fill a need that could not
be addressed by any one of them. It was
apparent from the outset that an incentive
was needed to attract students to participate
in the program.
To address this concern, Pathways
was developed to encompass two dialogue
groups, so that students can get pass/fail
course credit through the Ex-College. The
first of the dialogue groups, “Pathways to
Faith: Religious Pluralism Dialogue” will

to make an impact on the entire campus
through a small core of people in the dialogue groups. One of the ways to do that is
to have them be active [citizens at Tufts].”
A collaborative art project at the new
Interfaith Center—to be housed in the
building that is now home to the Catholic
Community—is one idea for developing
leadership skills among these students.
Students will also be trained in how to bring
up and discuss “hot button” topics, such
as religion and the Middle East, with their
peers in a way that is non-confrontational
and accepting. Most of these dialogues will
be student-driven.
The second way in which Pathways
plans to reach students who, despite the
lure of Ex-College credit, may not be able
to commit to a weekly session, is through
a speaker series, social dinners, and films.
Although the idea of the speaker series has
yet to be finalized, Pathways has already
been able to use some its grant
money to co-sponsor, with Hillel, two upcoming speakers from
the One Voice Project. They will
also be holding a screening of the
movie Promises, a documentary
about Israeli and Palestinian children since
the violence in 2000. Announcements for
specific dates and locations will be posted
around campus to encourage students to
attend and then begin their own dialogues
based on what they saw. Pathways will host
its first dinner on September 26 in the Chase
Center at Carmichael Hall to celebrate the
beginning of Ramadan and the Jewish high
holidays. As Fuxman promised, the dinner
will be “a mostly social event with some
short presentations on the importance of
each holiday.”
The Pathways program depends on
their three-year grant from the DHS, and
Fuxman noted that this year will be a “pilot
year” in which the general direction of the
program and its effectiveness will be guided
by the students. Thus, students involved in
the dialogue groups have a unique opportunity to encourage religious discussion and
cooperation not only among current Tufts
students, but to influence the shape of the
program that will continue to affect future
classes. O

“I thought it was also essential to build
bridges between our various religious
and cultural groups on campus.”
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discuss similar and divergent perspectives
on gender roles, the environment, and
the relationship between church and state
among a variety of faiths. The second dialogue group, “Pathways to Understanding:
Middle East Discussion and Analysis” will
focus on conflict resolution and the portrayal of Middle East conflicts in Western
media.
However, beyond the course credit
offered, the ultimate goal of the grant
program is to ease inter-faith tensions and
to encourage acceptance laterally across the
entire student body. The Pathways program
has both a “trickle down” effect, from those
who worked with the program to the entire
Tufts student body, as well as direct measures to improve interfaith understanding
across campus.
The program’s coordinators hope that
after students participate in the dialogue
groups, they can translate their words into
an active commitment to increased tolerance across campus. As Shai Fuxman, Tufts
Pathways co-facilitator, said, “The idea is
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In Other News:
Moldova’s “Frozen Conflict”
BY

T

PATRICK ROATH

ransnistria. The name of the
breakaway Communist enclave
in Moldova does not quite roll
off the tongue, but then neither does Pridnestrovskaya Moldavskaya
Respublika, the territory’s official name.
Transnistria, a small region of the former
Soviet satellite state of Moldova, has been
primarily independent since World War II.
Although it has been described as a “frozen
conflict”—a geopolitical stalemates created
following the collapse of the USSR—by the
Council of Europe since 1992, tensions in
the region are anything but cold.
Transnistria has long been an international center for crime, and recent antismuggling efforts have brought the region
to its knees economically, as allegations
linking it to international arms sales have
been made. The European Union has begun
to recognize the danger that this breakaway
republic represents, and has been taking
small steps to ensure that Transnistria does
not become the next Chechnya, a land of
civil strife and paramilitary activity.
On September 2, 1990, the region
of Transnistria formally declared its independence from the U.S.S.R. The call for
independence was originally touched off by
racial tensions and hostilities between the
various ethnic groups that inhabit the region, the War of Transnistria lasted for two
violent years. Waged between the Russian
army based in Transnistria and Moldovan
state forces, the conflict began on a small
scale and quickly escalated, eventually claiming more than 4,000 casualties. On July 21,
1992, the Council of Europe, a European
human rights organization, stepped in and
managed to obtain a shaky ceasefire agreement between the warring factions. The
ceasefire resulted in Transnistria being
granted a de facto sovereignty within its
borders. Too small and suffering from too
high a crime rate to keep itself independently afloat, the state’s continued existence
is largely attributed to strong financial and

political support from Russia. Transnistria
has a significant Russian population, many
of whom still maintain ties to their native
country.
The continuing level of internal strife
within Transnistria is not surprising, given
the clashing ethnic groups that call the
small state home. According to the 2004
census, the population is 31.9% Moldovan,
30.4% Russian, and 28.8% Ukrainian. The
heterogeneous mix of these three ethnic
minorities, most of whom speak Russian
and the rest of whom speak Romanian,
combined with tensions resulting from
holdover Ukrainian-Russian disagreements
and regional friction creates a tinder box
for armed encounters. Additionally, the
region’s status as a longtime war zone, as
contested territory in World War II and
fortified throughout the Cold War, has left
it with ample stockpiles of small arms to
perpetuate the low-intensity conflict that silently rumbles beneath the radar of Western
government and media attention.
In the fall of last year, state authorities in Moldova leveled a new, particularly
divisive verbal attack on the Transnistrian
rebel movement. The Prime Minister of
Moldova, Vasile Tarlev, stated publicly
that he “[held] official documents from
the chancellery of Saddam Hussein, which
show that Transnistria had supplied both
arms, and entire weapon manufacturing
lines to Iraq.” Although almost unreported
outside the region and unsubstantiated by
official sources, the allegations may have a
grain of truth to them. International organizations frequently cite Transnistria as a
hotspot for arms deals, often functioning
as a proxy or middleman for the illegal sale
of neglected Soviet-era weaponry to rogue
nations and paramilitary groups.
This past spring proved to be especially difficult for Transnistrians. Having
long allowed smugglers to transport
goods across their border with impunity,
Ukraine clamped down on its border customs operation with the blessing of the
European Union. Ukraine was attempt-

ing to placate European concerns about
the rule of law in Ukraine, as well as to
tighten their borders for strategic reasons.
The Transnistrian economy suffered heavy
losses, generating widespread famine and
destitution among citizens already stricken
by poverty. The newly strengthened Ukrainian customs regime is being overseen by
the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE).
Transnistrian citizens, though angered
by what they deem to be foreign meddling
in their territory, have also begun to question the pro-Independence platform of the
local government. In fact, a controversial
referendum on the matter is scheduled
to take place on September 17. Although
some question the accuracy of voting results in a nation experiencing such internal
turmoil, the referendum will be a good
opportunity to gauge public opinion on
the matter.
While the news is not all bad for
Transnistria, its future prospects look
decidedly grim at the moment. In addition to coming off worse as a result of
Ukrainian and European Union efforts to
help the struggling territory, the people of
Transnistria were also caught in the energy
crisis that occurred when Russia, asserting
its geopolitical power over the Ukraine, cut
off the flow of natural gas into the country this past January. Indicating Russia’s
seemingly inconsiderate stance towards
the breakaway republic, the gas dispute
probably made Transnistrians pause, and
perhaps question the international stability
of their biggest international supporter. If
push comes to shove in the near future,
the citizens of the small nation may very
well be sidelined as the Russian Federation
pursues its more important regional goals.
While Russia may still profess to be a friend
of the Transnistrians, the increasingly
marginalized citizens of the tiny state may
soon find themselves in a familiar situation,
one represented by the proverb “Ме́жду
мо́лотом и накова́льней (Between a hammer and an anvil).” O
September 22, 2006
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EDITORIAL

An Uncertain Pathway:

Spiritual Dilution and Political Correctness at Tufts

O

ne might be tempted to think that religion is flourishing at Tufts. A quick glance at TuftsLife, or a stroll up
the library steps for that matter, paints a picture of
a campus vibrant with spiritual life and theological discussion.
Those flyers for the next panel at Hillel and the ads for the
upcoming programming of the Tufts Christian Fellowship are,
ostensibly, indicative of a university where religious thought is
not only present, but celebrated. But what happens when we
dig a little deeper?
Even the meekest of the attempts—and blessed are the
meek, are they not?—to look further reveals something interesting about the programming of so-called religious organizations
at Tufts: the vast majority of such events have very little to do
with actual religious practice. This past week, for example, a
number of Tufts’ faith-based organizations gathered for one
reason or another. On Monday, the Asian Christian Fellowship
held a general interest meeting. On Tuesday evening, the “Ladies
of the Lord” assembled, according to TuftsLife, to discuss “life,
love, and anything in between.” And on Thursday night, Tufts
Hillel held a screening of the popular film Wet Hot American
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Summer, a rather interesting follow-up to their discussion on
Wednesday of the experiences of two Israeli and Palestinian
youths in “Two People, One Voice.”
Political, social, or categorically kitschy, these programs
were anything but religious. Soft politics, meetings for coffee,
and Hollywood camp were better publicized, and likely better
attended, than the elements of faith that ostensibly form the
bases for such organizations in the first place. Indeed, while
all of the large religious groups on campus have some sort of
weekend service, social celebrations of political correctness too
often overshadow the formal foundations of faith at Tufts.
So what is the average student to think when, a few days
before the start of the semester, the university releases a
statement announcing “Pathways,” an inter-faith and intercultural
dialogue sponsored by the Department of Homeland Security?
According to the press release, “the grant will support the
development, implementation and refinement of programs that
will reduce inter-group tensions among university students of
different religions, primarily Christian, Jewish and Muslim, and
help foster habits of inter-group acceptance and cooperation
among future leaders and decision-makers.” Such a statement
begs a few questions. First, what exactly does that mean, and
can’t you be more specific? Perhaps more importantly, how
exactly will Tufts’ students and religious organizations—which
already seem to have an implicit understanding that any
sort of controversy, especially in the form of programming
that advocates any sort of actual religious conviction, is the
deadliest of sins—benefit from such programming? Perhaps
more sardonically, since when is the Department of Homeland
Security engaged in political correctness?
In an age of such hyper-polarization, it seems we are developing a special kind of dance, a movement of which Tufts
is a microcosm. Each of us holds our convictions—religious,
social, and political—with steadfast dogmatism, and each of
us pretends that our beliefs are not incompatible with everyone
else’s. And while our nation’s often neurotic foreign policy is
decidedly interventionist, it seems each of us personally has
developed a policy of rigid isolationism.
It is the opinion of the Observer that the Tufts community—and, indeed, every community—has not only the right
but the obligation to ask itself difficult questions, to tackle
difficult problems, and to engage in difficult discussions. We
do not find it necessary, nor prudent, nor even possible to sustain the continued denial of our differences. We seek instead
a community in which we can do more than agree to disagree.
So it is with regret that we hear quite a great noise but quite a
little conversation. O

NATE GRUBMAN was shocked to see a flag of Hezbollah hanging in the window of a Tufts dormitory.

G

oing out during the first weekend
of the semester, the last thing I
expected to see was a gun. Yet
there I was outside of Latin Way at about
12:30 a.m. on a weekend night, when I saw
one out of the corner of my eye.
To be fair, it wasn’t a real gun. It was
a yellow flag bearing a green machine gun
rising out of Arabic script. After studying
Arabic for five semesters and then spending
the summer in Israel, it didn’t take me long
to recognize the flag. It was the flag of Hezbollah hanging in the window of a student’s
room on the first floor in Latin Way.
It wasn’t the first time somebody
outside of Lebanon had used that flag as
a symbol. Since Hezbollah waged war on
Israel, there were pro-Hezbollah rallies all
over the Middle East, in places such as Iran,
Iraq, the Gaza Strip, and Egypt. Yet seeing
that flag posted in the building in which I
live was more powerful than any rally thousands of miles away. It showed the extent
to which the US and western countries are
losing the struggle with radical Islam.
I approached the window. Because it
was open, I asked the resident why he had
a Hezbollah flag in his window. “Do you
have a problem with it?” he asked.
I told him that they were a terrorist organization and they targeted innocent civilians. He responded by saying it’s no different
than wearing an IDF shirt, and that it was a
very personal matter for him.
Obviously, in my mind at least, posting
a Hezbollah flag is different than wearing
an IDF shirt. It’s true that both were responsible for civilian casualties this summer.
However, the IDF, as the army of a democratic government, had the intention of limiting civilian casualties. Whenever the IDF
dropped bombs on a village, it first dropped
pamphlets warning its residents. The IDF
had rules of engagement preventing attacks
in which civilians would likely be killed.
In contrast, Hezbollah had no intention of warning Israelis before firing missiles at their homes. The goal of its strategy
was the destruction of Israel, including the
targeting of civilians. The only time Hezbollah leader Hassan Nasrallah apologized
for killing a civilian was when that civilian

was an Arab.
Hezbollah is a terrorist organization
believed to be responsible for over 200 attacks since 1982 that have killed over 800
people. The important issue is not whether
a student has the right to post the flag of
an organization with such radical tactics, but
why a student in Somerville, Mass. would
choose to do so at all.
Hezbollah has gained prominence
in mainstream Middle Eastern politics
in recent years. It now holds seats in the

creasing the size of the international force
in southern Lebanon, it became clear that
Israel could not militarily defeat a radical
Islamic popular movement.
By using its Iranian money to set up
schools, hospitals and insurance policies
for Shiites in southern Lebanon, Hezbollah
had become ingrained in society. Although
it tried, Israel could not fight Hezbollah
without damaging the society that contained
it. As casualties mounted, sympathy, if not
support, for Hezbollah increased around the

OPINION

Losing the Struggle

I asked the resident why he had

a Hezbollah flag in his window.
“Do you have a problem with it?” he asked.
Lebanese government. Likewise, other
radical Islamic groups such as Hamas and
the Muslim Brotherhood have been gaining in political power. While these groups
represent different ideologies and are hardly
homogenous, they all share a radical agenda
for reshaping the Middle East.
The threat these groups pose to the
Middle East, and by extension the US., was
on full display this summer. First, Hamas
joined other Palestinian groups in the firing
of rockets at Israel. Then, in late June, the
group launched an attack into Israel, killing two soldiers and kidnapping another.
Because these attacks were launched from
Gaza, an area the Israelis had evacuated
less than a year before, Hamas put Israel’s
progress towards a two state solution with
the Palestinians in jeopardy.
Then, just a few weeks later, Hezbollah,
armed with Iranian money and weapons,
fired rockets into Israel and launched an
attack on Israeli soldiers in Israel. Its actions
blew up the strained peace Lebanon and Israel had enjoyed since Israel withdrew from
Lebanon in 2000 and threatened to plunge
the region into a greater war.
Facing a barrage of rocket attacks
against its citizens, Israel did what it could
to eliminate the threat of Hezbollah. While
Israel’s operations may have temporarily
depleted Hezbollah’s ability to wage war
by damaging its supply of weapons and in-

Middle East. People waved Hezbollah flags
and Hassan Nasrallah became a folk hero.
Never did the extent of Hezbollah’s
popularity become more clear to me than
seeing the flag at Tufts. It hung like a Che
Guevara or Bob Marley poster, but with
genuine emotion behind it.
Since that weekend, I have not seen this
flag. It’s possible the student took it down
because he changed his views. More likely,
the student just got tired of having to talk
about it with every student who passed by.
Still, the fact that this flag was up in
the first place shows the extent to which
the US and other countries are failing to
address the threat of radical Islamic groups
gaining power in the Middle East. Foreign
armies cannot pound radical Islam into
submission and when they try, they often
make its appeal stronger.
Instead, the US and other western
countries must empower moderates in the
Middle East. It’s unfortunate, but understandable, that a poor family in southern
Lebanon could find appeal in Hezbollah,
but there is no reason why somebody fortunate enough to go to Tufts University
should have a reason to support Hezbollah.
Unless western countries can give moderates a reason to oppose the radicals, they
will be fighting a losing battle. O
Nathan Grubman, LA ’08, is majoring in
international relations.
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Who Needs Numbers?
The hype over college rankings is pushing Tufts in the wrong direction, argues DUNCAN PICKARD. The rankings, he says, “provide artificial goals for universities like Tufts.”

L

isten up Newsweek: Tufts is not an
Ivy League school, and it’s about
time you realize it. The campus has
been buzzing about Newsweek’s latest classification of Tufts as one of the 25 “New
Ivies,” a group of colleges whose undergraduate schools have grown into programs
of national standing. The magazine cited
impressive statistics, such as the 80 percent
increase in applications and increasing selectivity, to explain their selection.
These and other numbers do indicate
that Tufts is a leader in education, but do
we really need another classification for
students, faculty, and administration to feel
good about studying and working here?
University president Larry Bacow told
the Daily: “I now get stopped by presidents
of other colleges who ask why we always
get such good PR.” Is he saying that Tufts
is getting better PR after being deemed a
“New Ivy”? A Tufts education shouldn’t
require a nominal, ultimately hollow distinction to stand out. Furthermore, the University should forge a new undergraduate
experience instead of working to fit into an
educational box stamped “Ivy.”
The national trend to rank and file
schools is disturbing. Ranking and grouping infiltrate all levels of undergraduate
education. Some students let magazine editors decide for them where to matriculate.
They choose the school ranked highest on
a published list without regard to how the
school fits the individual.
The most popular of these lists is
America’s Best Colleges, the top 100 according to U.S. News and World Report. High
school students and their parents pester
guidance counselors across the country to
find the secrets to acceptance to the top
20 of these schools, and they increasingly
base their matriculation decisions on which
school ranks higher on this list.
The problem is the rankings are composed strictly with regard to numerical data,
such as acceptance, freshman retention, etc.
The list does not consider student reaction,
the strength of individual programs, and
other subjective characteristics. And if stu12
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dents make their decisions to apply, attend,
and stay based on this list, its superficiality
will continue to grow. Ours is a culture in
which the student accepted to Princeton
will go just because the school’s name is
Princeton.
Rather, students should choose which
school is best for them based on the strength
of programs they find most interesting,
recommendations from counselors and
alumni, and their own research. A national
high school graduating class has an infinite
number of interests and talents. News organizations are naïve to assume that they can
develop a ranking of top schools that can be
applied universally. What I love about Tufts
might not be as attractive to a friend.
Some students think rankings are
good. They see the word “Ivy” as a trigger
for employers and graduate schools, which
means that Ivy League students are set for
life. In 1976, education researchers Alan
Krueger and Stacy Berg Dale began a study
to qualify that assumption. At the study’s

conclusion in 1999, they found that Yale
graduates earned 30 percent more annually than did their classmates from Tulane.
But those students who turned down Yale
for a less competitive school had the same
average income twenty years later.
In other words, relax. It doesn’t so
much matter where you go as much as
who you are.
As Time magazine wrote in August,
“college is a match to be made, not a prize
to be won.” When Newsweek and other
magazines suggest some schools are better than others no matter what, they taint
what should be a personal decision for
the student, and provide artificial goals
for universities like Tufts. There are more
than 15 great schools in this country, and
world-class programs can be found anywhere. Students should be able to choose
where they want to go to college before a
magazine does. O
Duncan Pickard, LA ’10, has not yet
declared a major.

“It Looked Good on Paper”
Columnist MIKE SNYDER contemplates Tufts’ latest college ranking, and he explains why, for once, he actually
bothered to pay attention to it.

L

ast August, right on schedule, U.S.
News and World Report published
its annual list of college rankings.
I usually don’t put much stock in college
rankings, as they’re based on an arbitrarily
weighted set of arbitrary guidelines, which
popular national magazines can then compile and sell for $14.95 plus tax. For those
of you who are curious, however, U.S. News
places Tufts at #27 among national universities for two years in a row, tied with the
University of Southern California and the
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.
The list excludes small, liberal arts colleges,
such as Williams and Middlebury.
However, there are two categories in
the rankings worth noting—categories in
which Tufts scored surprisingly low for
both the 2006 and 2007 season. The first
is something the folks at U.S News call the
"peer assessment score," which is a measure
of the university’s “academic programs”
based on the assessments of the presidents,
deans, and provosts of peer universities. In
this category, Tufts scores a disappointing
3.7 out of 5.0. That score is so low comparatively, you shouldn’t even think to look
at schools like Georgetown, Cornell, and
other Tufts overlaps; instead, scroll down to
universities like Rensselaer Polytechnic and
the University of California, Irvine, to find
similar scores in that category. In fact, 25 of
the 26 universities ranked above Tufts have
a peer assessment score at
4.0 or above.
To sum it up,
the academicians think
our academics kind of suck—at least relative to where
they should be.
The other category is the freshmen
retention rate. Tufts has a 96% retention
rate on average, which is superb, until one
notices that the majority of the 26 schools
ranked above Tufts pull off average retention rates of 97 or 98%. Keep in mind that
each 1% translates into another 13 Tufts
first years gone bye-bye.
Here’s why the U.S. News rankings

trouble me so much, and why I actually
stopped to pay attention to them for the
first time in my life. From a purely quantitative standpoint, Tufts competes with and
even surpasses the big boys: we have the
smallest class sizes on the list, a top 10
student/faculty ratio, extremely high selectivity and SAT scores, and other marks
of excellence. It’s a mystery to me, then,
why the experts consider our academics to
be sub-par, not to mention why a disproportionate number of freshmen end up not
returning the following year.
What these rankings seem to indicate is that Tufts sounds good—indeed,
wicked awesome—in the demographics
and brochures, yet students and academicians find that it doesn’t always live up to
their expectations. Has anyone else noticed
this trend?
It was obvious to me from my first day
as a freshman, that there’s something about
this place that invites a lot of discussion as
to whether it’s fully “worth the price.” It
seemed that anyone who didn’t apply Early
Decision was a Jumbo naysayer to some
degree, if only a little. Today, we all know
classmates who look at Tufts as nothing
more than a not-quite-there Ivy League,
or an “Ivy reject school.” There’s even a
Facebook group, of all things, entitled “I
May Still Go Here, But This Place Sucks.”
Its cutesy slogan reads: “It looked good on
paper.”
What
causes this
discrepancy
between
how some
p e o p l e
imagine Tufts to be from The Fiske Guide,
and what they actually experience? What
changes can we make that will boost our
peer assessment score and freshmen retention rate, the two categories weighted the
most heavily by U.S. News?
We might have to consider the possibility that maybe there is no secret ingredient. Maybe the reason Columbia is
Columbia (#9) and Brown is Brown (#15)
is 250 years of figuring out what makes a

I invite you to ask the question,

“How can I make
Tufts even better?”

University tick (and 250 years to accrue a
killer endowment). Tufts may simply oscillate around #27 until it too becomes timetested, a veteran, with an assessment rate
to match its stunning veneer. Until then, I
guess we have to work at it.
As someone who considers himself
privileged to attend this extraordinary
University—and took himself off four
waitlists to come here—I invite every
Jumbo out there to ask the question, “How
can I make Tufts even better?” It’s okay to
bash the place. It’s okay to be critical. The
important thing is that you do something
about it, that you don’t just say “Peace out
Medford” and transfer away, or stick around
for four years of apathy and indifference.
Tufts may at times fall short of its highest
expectations, but it definitely falls short of
its highest potential.
If I could ask one thing of the people
who read my column—if I could magically
convince my readers to take to heart one
piece of advice, one key idea—it wouldn’t
be for them to agree with certain views of
mine, but for them to care about Tufts as
much as I do. I love Tufts, and that’s the
motto from which all of my opinions originate, the driving force behind why I spend
valuable hours crafting the words you’re
reading right now. U.S. News be damned.
A university of students who genuinely care
about their alma mater is much rarer—and
a thousand times more impressive—than
any #1 ranking could ever be. O
Michael Snyder, LA ’09, has not yet declared
a major.
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ARTS

Life as Rauschenberg Knows It
“The artist’s job is to be a witness to his time in history.”
—Robert Rauschenberg
NATALIE POLITO

who is unfamiliar with the work of Robert
Rauschenberg. Laced within the collage
homeless man (who doubles as
of square dancing and slip and slide are
a film visionary), a pizza delivery
moments of authentic humanity. Susan
boy (who doubles as an ex-conbinges on cupcakes as she explains the difvict), and a chicken (that crosses the stage)
ferences between women and men in love
are a few of the entities that make up the
to a homeless man who, incidentally, is also
ensemble of bobrauschenbergamerica. To Robin love with her. The girl in a bikini talks
ert Rauschenberg, the artist
about infidelity in a way that is at
who helped define modern
once both heartbreaking and true.
art in the 1950’s and 60’s,
And although these episodes may
America is fascinating—and
seem a little abstract, like Marcel
eclectic. As one of the living
Duchamp’s Fountain, somehow it
icons in the realm of modall makes sense. It’s like a Readyern art movement, Robert
made!
Rauschenberg’s legacy conThis is not to say that the
play is accessible on all accounts.
tinues to inspire both viewers
The audience was divided among
and artists alike. American
Repertory Theater’s latest
those who didn’t understand but
play, bobrauschenbergamerica, by
didn’t care, those who knowingly
Charles L. Mee (author of Full
nodded at the semblances of
flexus during the performance,
Circle and Snow in June) would
as well as those who perhaps
in theory pertain to its namesake, artist Rauschenberg. But
could not articulate their feelbobrauschenbergamerica is not a
ings about the piece or were
biography or a memoir of the
left confused and cynical. But
famed artist; instead, it is a
even a cynic can appreciate a
journey through the mind of
good chicken joke—several are
Robert Rauschenberg as he
recited during the course of
might perceive America.
the play—and if nothing else,
The play is incited by a
bobrauschenbergamerica is certainly
grand unveiling of a sparse yet
thought-provoking.
TREY KIRK
profound set. The backdrop
So, the question remains, is
Though these episodes may seem a little abstract, like Marcel Duchamp’s Robert Rauschenberg’s America
of the entire stage is a large
American flag, complete with Fountain, somehow it all makes sense. It’s like a Readymade!
truly conveyed? Evidently, there is
a built-in door and a window.
an artistic rendering in the direcChaos initially governs the stage, recalling all of the characters are generic—they tion of the play, and America is observed by
the spirit of the Neo-Dada movement are found, abstracted profiles that come the audience as a collage of layered cultures.
in which Robert Rauschenberg is said to together as a work of art. Just as Robert In a sense, how can such an abstraction be
have played a major role. What proceeds Rauschenberg’s famed Odaliask is com- faulted? The play illustrates man’s diversity
from the abrupt beginning of the play is posed of found objects (including a stuffed in perception and experience, and iterates
a series of vignettes that profile America rooster) that come together in a composi- Rauschenberg’s goal: to be a witness to his
through the re-imagined eyes of Robert tion of profound simplicity, the ensemble time in history. O
bobrauschenbergamerica runs through
Rauschenberg. Bob’s mom (Kelly Maurer) becomes Neo-Dada performance art.
explicates slides from Bob’s childhood on There is even a subtle nod to John Cage’s October 7 at the American Repertory Theater
the backdrop of the American flag after 4'33" when the ensemble sits in silence on . Their student discount program offers $15
a girl on roller skates does a lap on stage. the stage waiting for Susan (Ellen Lauren) student ticket rates as well as a $60 student pass
for five shows. For more information, see www.
An ambiguous couple fights about love to “go pee.”
But the play also appeals to the viewer amrep.org.
and commitment, and a trucker (Leon
BY

A
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Ingulsrud) professes his lust for a girl in a
bikini (Akiko Aizawa).
Everything seems unrelated, yet
everyone becomes intertwined when the
ensemble breaks into a song in unison or
sits down to eat fried chicken on the largerthan-life American flag, which becomes a
back porch for the occasion. In a sense,

TV on the Radio:
Return to Cookie Mountain
BY JONAH

T

GOLD

V On the Radio has always been a
band only slightly removed from
mainstream success. Franz Ferdinand and Spoon, once only known to hipsters, have experienced success by using a hit
single to introduce their albums and are now
mainstream in the current pop-rock scene.
On its first wide-release album, Desperate
Youth, Blood Thirsty Babes, the single “Staring
At The Sun” was unable to provide a record
good enough to capture the casual listener.
“Staring” showed great promise, but as a
whole Desperate Youth became increasingly
repetitious, and lacked the catchy hooks of
a lead single.
TV On the Radio’s newest release
Return To Cookie Mountain, shows the band’s
willingness to take earlier criticism constructively. Return provides a strong lead single
just as before, but has the support of an
amazing album. The album shows great
improvement: from the overall flow of the
record, to the diversity of the tracks, to the
depth of their sound. Since Desperate Youth,
TV has been able to establish their weaknesses and strengths as a band.
For the first time since The Arcade
Fire’s classic Funeral, TV’s newest album
is worth listening to in its entirety. While
Return has plenty of standout songs, the
fluidity of the album seems effortless. Over
the course of its 15 tracks, TV On the Radio provides the listener with a true variety
of sounds and, without a doubt, a unique
listening experience.
Return shows a clear separation from
Desperate Youth, apparent in its first track, “I
Was A Lover,” a song that melds off-kilter
hip-hop beats with distorted guitars to
create a mismatched, yet enjoyable, sound.
Earlier songs by TV started similarly, but
often ended as nothing more than standard
rock tracks. On Return, TV uses looping
beats in many of their songs, matching
them continually with the perfect noise-rock
instrumentation.
The album reaches its climax on its

fifth track, “Wolf Like Me,” one of the
more straightforward songs, but easily the
catchiest one of the CD. After “Wolf Like
Me,” TV takes some time to experiment
and expand its sound. Throughout the
album we have the privilege of hearing
lead singer Tunde Adebimpe’s chilling
voice—the anchor of the band’s success. Unlike their other albums, Return
features no acapella tracks. Adebimpe
takes advantage of the more instrumentally sparse songs such as, “Blues From
Down Here,” and takes it to the front
stage, if only for a moment. While these
softer, and often slower tracks lack the
immediate catchiness of earlier songs,
they provide the album with a wealth of
different sounds.
This experimentation with diversifying tracks enables Return to become a
far superior album when compared to
Desperate Youth. On Return, TV not only
varies the sonic balance between hip-hop
and rock on each track, but also takes the

layer upon layer, melding together and
simultaneously transforming in just a few
short minutes.
TV shows a musical maturity on Return
that you often see with a band that has
worked together on many albums. On earlier efforts, Adebimpe often overpowered
the rest of the band with his strong and
incredibly distinct voice. Their latest album
shows that he is willing to stand back and instead let his lyrics work as a compliment to
the band’s complex instrumentation. This
reservation helps to create a dense sonic
landscape, mixed expertly by producer and
co-founder David Sitek. In a band of only
five members, TV is able to create a rich,
full sound, filled with subtle instrumental
complexities far beyond what their numbers
would suggest.
While Adebimpe’s vocals may have a
reduced role in this album, he stills writes
lyrics good enough to pull at anyone’s
heart strings. Lines such as “Hold your
heart courageously as we walk into this

time to explore different song structures,
speeds, and paces. TV’s unique niche lies
between two genres so different from each
other, allowing the band room to explore
different musical areas. Several times over
the course of the album, TV abandons
the traditional verse-chorus-verse song
blueprint in favor of songs that build

dark place/Stand, stare fast, erect and see
that love is the province of the brave,” are
almost more fit for a book of poetry than
an album of hip-hop/rock mixes. Yet those
lyrics are just one piece of the completed
puzzle that TV On the Radio presents their
listeners on Return, certain to be one of the
best albums of the year. O
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O TEMPORA! O MORES!:

The CW
BY

RUDY HARTMANN

“O Tempora! O Mores!” is a weekly column on the
perlious state of current televison and film.

L

aunching Wednesday, September
20th is the new TV network The
CW. It is the result of the failure
of UPN and the WB, who are merging into
The CW in an effort to cut their respective
losses. The name “The CW” is an amalgam
of the first initials of CBS, owner of UPN,
and Warner Bros., owners of WB. This is
the biggest shakeup in the TV lineup since
WB and UPN both launched in 1995. The
entire fiasco resulting in the creation of the
CW proves what I’ve been saying all along;
the execs running UPN and WB fundamentally don’t know what they were doing.
In the eleven years that UPN and
WB were running, they never reached the
level of the Big Three (ABC, CBS, NBC)
or even FOX. They did have some good
series earlier in their runs, but I think that it
can be best said that these series succeeded
in spite of WB and UPN, not because of
them. On the whole, WB handled itself
better than UPN and consistently had better
shows, and is guilty of fewer of the faults
that led to their mutual demise—although
it’s not blameless.
In the beginning, these two channels
had good programming, but a series of
perennial frak-ups by studio executives
turned mildly nice channels into simple
mush. We’re a long way from the good ol’
days of WB’s Felicity, Angel, Buffy, or Dawson’s
Creek (I personally only watched Angel; Joss
Whedon is one heck of a writer). Even
worse, calling UPN’s final years an actual
“television network” would have been a
compliment.
Essentially, neither WB or UPN was
strong enough anymore to stand on their
own—hence the combination of the few
good shows from each network might
transform into one tolerable channel. From
the WB, the CW will continue showing
Gilmore Girls, 7th Heaven, and Smallville.
16
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Rudy Hartmann is a senior majoring in
biology, history, and classics.
Gilmore Girls is an excellent show and I’m
glad it will be continuing; it’s an injustice
that it hasn’t broken into the Emmys yet.
Meanwhile, Smallville has been shaky a few
times but I think is a great show as well
and will make for fine viewing. However, it
was a moment of head-exploding absurdity
when I heard that 7th Heaven would continue on the CW. They thought the series
was ending with its 10th season this past
year and the renewal came as a surprise to
all. How this show had lurched on this long
I will never know. Tufts almost-graduate
Jessica Biel left 5 years ago and the eldest
son left because the actor had Hodgkin’s
disease, so the mom on the show had twins
to keep the number of kids at the titular
seven. The show stinks. The writing is
terrible and the characters find themselves
in absurd situations. Yet instead of having
so-bad-its-good teen dramedy situations,
it’s all guided by unstated Christian morality
(they strive for a “nice show” image which
verges on the edge of ludicrousness and
often jumps off) and alas, the whole thing is
sappy in the extreme. Because they thought

the show was ending, in the season 10
finale, three major cast members revealed
they were pregnant (including Jessica Biel’s
character, in a surprise return appearance).
Each pregnant with a set of twins. Right.
Well, that made for a good “ending the
show with a bang” thing but now they’ve
got to deal with the repercussions of that
in the 11th-hour eleventh season. Frankly,
the executives running the CW don’t know
when to stop beating a dead horse.
UPN, on the other hand, is the source
of literally only two shows of any redeeming value that will run on the CW: Veronica
Mars and Everybody Hates Chris. Veronica
Mars is a well written teen neo-noir hit (it’s
as complicated as Twin Peaks, but with
teen angst replacing that backwards talking dwarf guy). I’m surprised a show this
good even landed its way on UPN; it fell in
their lap through no “fault” of their own.
Plus, in the season 3 premiere Veronica’s
new favorite word was introduced to her:
“frak”—winning brownie points with me.
Everybody Hates Chris, Chris Rock’s sitcom
about his childhood, is the only other good
show to come of UPN. Chris Rock made
the smart move of not using a laugh track
in his show, which many shows rely on as
a crutch; he doesn’t need to tell me when I

The Original Cast of 7th Heaven resembles
the current cast only slightly.

need to laugh and the show makes me do
that on its own.
The other stuff coming out of the
former UPN is just crap: Even if you liked
the vapid America’s Next Top Model originally,
even by its own standards its not as good as
it used to be. One of UPN’s dime-a-dozen
sitcoms, Girlfriends, will be returning along
with a new spinoff, All of Us (I have no idea
why they’d do this; reruns of older good
shows would have
been more entertaining). One Tree Hill is
a generic teen angst
drama, and I’m no
fan of Supernatural.
The only new series
to debut on the CW
this week is Runaway,
which actually looks
like an exciting story
about a family on
the run from a serial
killer.
Midseason
prospects for the
CW don’t look very
promising: headlining the midseason
replacements is a
knockoff of Josie
and the Pussycats. Seriously. The Search
for the Next Pussycat
Doll will be a reality series trying to
cast a new female
song troupe modeled after Josie and the Pussycats (and even
that cartoon series was only truly inspired
when the Pussycats went into Space). Reba
was surprisingly saved from cancellation at
the last minute, but held for the midseason
replacements: it doesn’t fit the CW’s target
audience of “young females with disposable
income,” but had high enough ratings that
they couldn’t just brush it aside.
The WB was just running into a spate
of bad luck and a few decisions which,
while stupid, were more or less forgivable,
but UPN is simply a horrible and abusive
network. I see its demise as a bit of gallows
humor, given that for years UPN would
cancel any actually good quality series that

it had. Everything a TV network shouldn’t
be doing, they did. UPN started out with
Star Trek: Voyager as its flagship series, but
quickly ruined the Star Trek franchise by
insisting that the series be turned into an
action sequence–filled, SFX-laden shell of
what Trek used to be, and then inserting Big
Boobed Borg Girl Seven of Nine into the
series (remember when Star Trek used to
win Emmys and be a serious commentary

on the human condition using the existential devise of science fiction? Well, luckily
today’s Battlestar Galactica writers do…).
Subsequently UPN would turn down good
series for renewal. Gradually, it shifted away
from its origin and a new pattern emerged;
they started making half hour sitcoms targeting “women and African-Americans.”
By which they meant, vapid, incredibly
unfunny and totally interchangeable sitcoms
that only lasted for one season each, but
cost so little to make that they would still
turn a profit on them. It was insulting; they
didn’t care what people wanted (not even
the “women and African-Americans” they
were targeting), they were telling us what

we wanted, and it wasn’t working. Then
came the disaster of Star Trek: Enterprise,
in which UPN ordered the producers to
dumb the show down to make it more
accessible to a wider audience, have every
episode finish with a happy ending instead
of actual drama, remove all longrunning
story-arcs, and insert a lot of sex. UPN
seriously thought this would make a good
show. Then, instead of fixing the problem
when they realized
it wasn’t working,
they abandoned
the series and
killed it off by
putting it in the
Friday night death
slot. For Gods
sake they ran it
opposite nationalsensation American
Idol for years, and
then didn’t know
why the ratings
were low! They
replaced it with
wrestling (commentary on the
human condition,
indeed) which sadly will cross over
to the CW. UPN
tried to manipulate
viewers by canceling high-brow
shows, and running trashy, lowTREY KIRK brow and no-brow
lowest-common denominator shows and
clearly showing the viewers how much the
network sucks.
You may be curious as to what happened to the other channel: there are physically two channels (16 and 20, in Boston)
that were occupied by UPN and the WB,
and CW is airing on 20. So what’s going to
be on channel 16? Well, details are up in the
air at the moment about what happens in
what local affiliate, but in many areas FOX’s
new “sister network,” My Network TV, will
be filling the void. And what’s foreboding
is that programming on MNTV consists of
things even FOX was unwilling to air.
Be afraid, be very afraid. O
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ON THE TOWN

Woe is Me, or Rather My Wallet,
at a Farmers’ Market
BY

ANNA FELDMAN

I

t’s that time of the year again. No, I’m
not talking about Christmas shopping.
But rather the season to indulge in that
pristine gathering of like-minded guardians
and nurturers of the earth, the farmer’s
market.
There is no better way to satisfy your
daily servings of fruit and vegetables than
with the freshly harvested, sprung-from-theearth, grown-with-love produce you’ll find at
any of the farmer’s markets in the Somerville
and Boston areas. Many of them are organized by the Federation of Massachusetts
Farmers’ Markets, a “public, non-profit,
charitable service organization dedicated to
the needs of farmers, consumers and communities” since 1978, which “works closely
with the UMASS Cooperative Extension and
the Massachusetts Department of Food and
Agriculture,” according to their website.
Take a few turns up and down the rows.
Compare prices, color, and size. Glance at the
bulging heirloom tomatoes and shiny purple
eggplants, the crisp rotund apples and succulent white peaches, the lush salad greens and
the voluminous fennel bulbs. Or how about
homemade breads and cakes, cheeses and
dipping oils? Even try your hand at bargaining. It may not work with certain people, but
some of the vendors are just so friendly and
happy to be there, you’ll be surprised how
much you can get for certain items. The end
of the day is also a great time for bargaining,
as the farmers are packing up and looking to
get rid of their produce.
Last Wednesday afternoon, I biked
down to the Davis Square market set up
in the parking lot at the corner of Day and
Herbert Streets. Becoming something of a
regular activity for me, my weekly visit to the

Farmers’ Market this particular day, safe
to say, left me want of nothing.
One vendor, a smiling singing
African American man who ebulliently
greeted everyone who passed by his stall,
made me weigh my own tomatoes and
then asked me how much I owed him. I
put my math skills to the test on the spot
and handed him three dollars for a pound
and half worth of plump crimson tomatoes. I would have given him much more,
for the happiness his amiable demeanor
and utter honesty instilled in me.
The stall across from his housed
more vegetables, and at this one I found
what I was looking for. Firm, taut, not
too large—all things my mother taught
me to look for in a good eggplant. Again
I weighed my eggplants, this time in front
of the rugged young vendor, standing
idly by his scale.
“I only have seven dollars left,” I tell
him, forlornly.
“Okay, either give me six or two,” he
says, a smile quickly following suit.
I catch on to his facetiousness. “Two
dollars it is then,” I reply. “I hope they’re
good.”
“Oh, they will be. I’ll tell you something else. That place, right across from
us?”
I nod enthusiastically, always thrilled
when insider tips come my way.
“That’s the place to buy pea tendrils.
Have you ever had them before? Perfect
for using in a salad, chopped up. And the
fennel bulbs are also great.”
“I love fennel,” I say. Perfect for roasting . Or raw with a lemon vinaigrette. My mind
races ahead to the culinary possibilities.
Although I clearly didn’t need
pea tendrils or fennel that day (plus, I

had only my backpack to retain my items,
which was already filled with groceries from
Shaw’s—I would not put my back through
that), I nonetheless strolled over. The elderly
Asian wife-husband team (I’m assuming) who
manned the stall across from Mr. Eggplant
and Red Onion (I will explain in a moment)
carefully stood over their emerald brood of
lettuces, peas, asparagus, fennel, and herbs.
It all looked so tempting, so full of prospect.
But I unfortunately had to refrain.
Turning away, I remembered my need
(yes, not my want, which I clearly confuse in
these situations) for a red onion. Red onions
are always essential to have in your kitchen,
either for using chopped in a tomato salad,
or any kind of salsa, or just for roasting with
other vegetables.
Back I went to my eggplant provider
and picked up an onion. So captivated was
I by the gleam of the purplish bulb I had
picked up, that I completely forgot the rule
for onions: always choose one that has a few
layers of brittle skin around it, to prevent it
from going bad as rapidly. I walk over to the
same rugged wool-capped farmer and ask
him the price.
“Fifty cents,” he replies, after a few
seconds of contemplation.
I drop my backpack to the ground, and
proceed to dig around for two quarters in my
heaping change pocket. Standing back up,
triumphant, I look around and he is nowhere
to be found. The next second, he is again by
my side, presenting me with another onion,
a better onion.
“This one has more skin on it. It’ll keep
it fresh.”
Oh, how I love farmers. Their dedication to and pure love for what they do, it
cannot be paralleled. It’s hard for me to ever
not smile when I am at a farmer’s market.

MASSFARMERSMARKETS.COM
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You know that what you’re buying, what
you will eventually cook and enjoy in your
own home, has come from a natural source,
an unfiltered source, an honest, hardworking source. It makes you feel good. You are
not only helping out these farmers, you are
helping out yourself and the environment.
Family farms conserve open space, which is
becoming less and less available, as well as
contribute to a healthy ecosystem with their
crop diversity. And the health benefits of
eating fresh vegetables and fruits, especially
organic ones not sprayed with pesticides,
are enormous.
Aside from providing us with fresh
produce, baked goods, and other products,
farmer’s markets build a unique sense of
community, wherever they are set up. The
vendors get to know their neighbors, just as
you get to know them. After repeated visits,
you might, and probably will, become loyal
to certain merchants, whose products are
consistent in flavor and quality. Farmers’
markets benefit neighborhoods in a social,
as well as an economic, way.
Even if you don’t have your own kitchen yet, take advantage of the markets- for
strolling around and spending a beautiful
day outdoors; for picking up a few peaches
and apples, raspberries and nectarines, you
know you won’t find in the fruit crates at
Dewick or Carmichael; for just getting acquainted with the area your lives are now a
part of. It will change your life. O
As always, you can find more information
online at http://massfarmersmarkets.com.

A

nother opportunity for scouring
crates and stalls of vegetables and
fruits in an open air environment
is at Haymarket Square, across from Faneuil
Hall and opposite the Italian neighborhoods
of the North End. I learned afterward that
this particular farmer's market was not organized by the Federation of Massachusetts
Farmers’ Markets, which in no way affected
my experience that day, but in the future,
perhaps as a result of my feelings towards
that mysterious middle man when it comes
to dealings with farmers, I will avoid the
larger non-descript markets.
I discovered this marché a plein air when
a spur of the moment invitation by a friend
of mine sent me rushing off campus. Of
course I would go! It was a beautiful Friday
afternoon and I needed fresh produce to fill

my ever-diminishing refrigerator drawers.
What my friend informed me of as
we approached the plaza that day was that
this length of pavement plastered with
food stalls carried the left-over produce
of enormous supermarket warehouses. In
that sense, after having visited the market in
Davis more than once, I felt that at the Haymarket Square farmer's market, you lost that
more intimate, direct producer-to-consumer relationship. This is an integral facet and
component of the farmer’s market. When
you pick up that tomato, or that eggplant,
or that apple, when you hand over your dollar and change, you know that what you’re
getting is not only a good quality item, but
it has been grown and harvested with care,
with meaning, with you in mind.

MASSFARMERSMARKETS.COM

However, I still obtained several prize
items from Haymarket, namely two luscious
mangoes whose deep coral pulp sliced flawlessly, and two avocadoes, equally smooth
in color and texture.
One benefit, I suppose, of the larger
supermarket-excess markets is the greater
choice in product and price. I don't think I
could have found the mangoes or the avocadoes or the cherries or the mint or the
pineapple at the smaller farmer's markets
for the low price I did at Haymarket.
And let me tell you, at the latter, deals
abound. Two mangoes for two dollars, one
pound of cherries for three dollars, or my
favorite, and one which my friend heartily
took up, fifteen limes for one dollar. Now
why you would want fifteen limes at any
given moment still remains a mystery to
me. But it sure did make him happy. The
upside? He'll have many chances to make
many mojitos for many friends.

The vendors at Haymarket are definitely less friendly than in Davis, their actions
and facial expressions bordering more on
curt and profit-driven than congenial and
community-inspired. At one stall where I
decided to buy several tomatoes (more on
why this was a bad idea), the woman first
glared at me and then proceeded to pick out
my tomatoes for me. I was not at all happy
with this turn of events, as I like to pick out
my own produce thank you very much, and
protested by removing a pale red tomato
from the bag and replacing it with a darker
one (light red tomatoes are not good. It
means they were plucked from the vine too
early and thus their juiciness and sweetness
were not allowed to mature). The woman
seemed positively miffed that I would take
personal control of my shopping experience. Perhaps she thought I was going to
run off with her mediocre tomatoes and
never turn back.
Well, my first mistake was even approaching the tomato stall. I could tell
immediately that these were not quality
tomatoes. During heirloom tomato season,
i.e. now, NEVER buy perfectly shaped,
smooth, thus genetically modified to appear flawless tomatoes. Look for mishapen,
bumpy, and discolored, which equals delicious, succulent, juicy.
So, if you're looking for more exotic
ingredients for cheaper than you'll find at
the supermarket, then check out the assemblage of vendors at Haymarket Square.
Otherwise, if you're in the mood for locally
grown, seasonal vegetables and fruits, and
looking to gain a natural high by helping
out small-scale farmers, then explore one
of the many FMFM sponsored markets in
the area. You'll be glad you did. O

Where and When...
Davis Square, Wednesdays, 12 am – 6 pm
(until Nov. 22)
Union Square, Saturdays, 9 am – 1pm (until
Oct. 28)
Central Square, Mondays, 11:30 am – 6 pm
(until Nov. 20)
Boston Copley Square, Fridays, 11 am – 6 pm
(until Nov. 21)
Boston Public Market, Dewey Square,
Wednesdays, 11:30 am – 7 am (until Nov. 8)
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Blue Shirt Café:
Gourmet Food for Modest Prices
BY

ANNA FELDMAN

V

egetarians and non-vegetarians
unite! There is now a roof under
which both your varied palettes
can tastefully converge — the Blue Shirt
Café in Davis Square. Because it is so
close to Tufts, most upperclassmen probably already know this quaint, funky holein-the-wall on the corner of Highland
and College Avenues. But even so, it’s got
incredible flare and diversity, and is worthy
of recognition, especially for those new to
the area. From gourmet, health-conscious
sandwiches, wraps, salads, and soups, to
smoothies, juices, cookies and a concise
but varied breakfast, Blue Shirt’s got it all.
To me, the most impressive aspect of
this tiny place is their handling of that oftentimes bland ingredient, tofu. My father,
a vegetarian since age 26, is always having
to sigh with disappointment at the usually
limited vegetarian section at most restaurants and sandwich shops.
However, as soon as he walked in and
glanced up at the menu, he was floored by
the options available to him- grilled tofu,
thai-seared tofu, tofu caesar salad, tofu
fajita, spinach tofu, sesame tofu. The contents and combinations of the wraps and
sandwiches can easily be substituted, one
for the other. That is, you can ask for the
ingredients of the Lili's Lunch (avocado,
swiss, cucumbers, tomato, sprouts, sundried
tomato spread) or Turkey Delight (turkey
breast, cheddar, caramelized onions, dijon
mustard) panini to be tucked, instead of
between two pieces of grilled whole grain
bread, into a hefty spinach wrap.
The culinary influences of the savory
items at Blue Shirt are decidedly Asian with
Mediterranean, Californian, and Mexican
flares thrown in for good measure. Curry,
jasmine, sesame, peanut, beans and lentils,
seasoned rices, lots of fresh veggies and
different types of spreads all make appearances.
It was a rainy day in Somerville when
my father and I ate at Blue Shirt, taking a
20
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break from the morning move-in process,
the reason for which he had come. The
bright yellow, green, and blue colors of the
interior walls immediately broke my rainsodden mood, and my appetite increased
ten-fold as I glanced happily at the menu.
This would be a good lunch.
My father was also all smiles and deliberation, but he finally settled on the Near
East Curried Vegetable wrap, and I, on the
California Dreamin’ panini sandwich. Succumbing to that standard need for comfort
food on a crummy, wet day, we also each
ordered a cup of acorn squash and spinach
soup.
It didn’t stop there though. My dad,
feeling adventurous I suppose, suggested
we try one of their freshly-made juices. I
was very open to the idea, loving vegetables
as much as one can. I expected the emulsion of carrots, celery, cucumber, tomato,
red pepper and lime juice to result more
in a V-8 type drink, a favorite of mine.
Sadly, our glass of Vegetable Bin juice was
not at all what I had expected. The celery
and cucumber flavors dominated, and for
someone who is not used to drinking freshly
squeezed vegetable juice (although I have
tasted fresh beet juice and it is quite good), it

ANNE WERMIEL

was difficult to down. But my father looked
to enjoy it, even if we both agreed it was
something you had to get used to.
After having ordered and paid at the
narrow counter, we awaited our food,
seating ourselves at one of the six mosaictopped bistro tables strategically placed
in the small space. Choosing one tucked
snugly against the window, we had barely
enough time to get situated before our order was called out from the open kitchen
area in the back, and placed in the retrieval
window. Giving my father a bit of a rest, I
jumped up and retrieved both our plates. I
pleasantly took note that each foil wrapped
sandwich was accompanied by a handful of
salted corn tortilla chips, instead of your
usual potato chips.
My father’s appetite lingering, he
wasted no time in digging in.
“How is it?” I ask him, taking note of
his facial expressions.
“Very good,” he says between mouthfuls. “A little bit too much rice, but very
good,” he smiles.
His Near East Curried Vegetable wrap
contained curried vegetables, french indigo
lentils, jasmine rice, and Blue Shirt's own
house-made fruit-mint chutney. At $5.25,
this wrap is a great deal, bursting with flavor
and content, and quick to fill up even the
hungriest of eaters.
Having before that point only eaten
tofu in stir-fries or lightly fried as an appetizer in Japanese restaurants, I was intrigued
as to how grilled tofu would taste in a sandwich. The combination of avocado, roasted
red peppers, lettuce and horseradish spread
also piqued my interest. So it was that the
California Dreamin’ sandwich on whole
wheat bread was to be my lunch.
Since the category titles on the dryerase board menus were a bit faded, I wasn’t
aware that the sandwiches were done panini-style, pressed between two hot griddles
so as to crisp the outside while melting the
interior. The avocado was still firm, the
lettuce still crispy, the red peppers and tofu
slightly warm, and the spread just tangy
enough to nicely balance out the flavors.

I was very impressed, and eager to try the
other options.
Our soup was equally satisfying in its
contrasting elements. The acorn squash lent
it a beautiful rich orange hue, the natural
sweetness of the squash subtly enhanced
with curry and ginger. The fresh spinach
set atop the orange emulsion was perfect
in its raw state, retaining a hint of crunch
as the leaves were wilted by the heat from
the soup.
On another solo visit, I sampled the
Thai-Seared Tofu wrap, an enormous
spinach tortilla enveloping grilled marinated
tofu, jasmine rice, mint-cucumber slaw
and a house-made peanut sauce (it also
comes in a non-vegetarian state, containing grilled chicken). Demonstrating Blue
Shirt’s accomodating nature when it comes
to subsitutes, my request for the omission
of rice and addition of fresh tomatoes
was granted. A fan of anything containing
peanuts, I was immediately content with the
nutty sauce oozing all throughout my tofu,
tomatoes and slaw (and soon enough my
fingers as well). I was rather curious about
the slaw, as it did not seem to contain many
cucumbers, as the menu implied. Carrots
were ample, though, and the fresh aroma
of mint shone through.
Halfway done with my lunch and my
fingers were drenched with sticky peanut
sauce. Never one to timidly consume my
food, though, I attempted to futilely lick
my fingers between bites, not wanting any
flavoring to go to waste. Eating an entire

bulging burrito-style wrap without the actual tortilla falling apart on you in your final
mouthfuls is unto itself an art. Blue Shirt’s
wraps, which come in your choice of flour,
wheat, spinach, or tomato, will adequately
provide you with the challenge. The wraps
or sandwiches can also, nicely enough, be
made into salads upon request.
Even though Juice Bar is part of their
tagline, Blue Shirt in fact boasts more
smoothies than actual juices, although this
by no mean signifies. If the price of $3.95
doesn’t win you over, the hefty serving

AARON SCHUTZENGEL

sizewill. One of theses smoothies could
either serve as a meal replacement if you're
on the go, or as a tummy-appeaser between
meals. The menu features such concoctions
as Island Breeze (strawberries, coconut, bananas, strawberry-guava juice, and sorbet),
Passion Paradise (mango, pineapple, passion-fruit juice, and nonfat frozen yogurt),
and Peanut Butter Delight (peanut butter,
bananas, low-fat milk, non-fat yogurt, and
chocolate syrup). Hand-chalked signs hang-

ing on the wall inform customers of the
health benefits of optional boosters such
as calcium, echinacea, protein powder,
spirulina, and vitamin C. Again, Blue Shirt
is very accomodating and will omit or add
whatever ingredients you so desire.
Breakfast is by far my favorite meal of
the day. If I have even one bad breakfast
experience at any dining establishment, my
patronage is shot. Blue Shirt, I can now
safely say, claims it. Again very health-conscious, their breakfast selection is limited
but nonetheless diverse.
A Monday morning visit found my
friend and me at one of Blue Shirt’s outdoor tables soaking in the early morning
rays. He ordered the blueberry organic
multigrain pancakes, three large moist
rounds of wholesome goodness accompanied by real maple syrup. I chose the
Mediterrean Scrambler, soft layers of yellow egg enveloping wilted spinach leaves,
fresh diced tomato, and feta cheese. For
$5.95, my omelette also came with toast,
homefries and fresh fruit, which turned
out, disappointingly, to be a sliced apple,
resembling the mealy ones you find in
Dewick. But my omelette and his pancakes
were honestly too good to even care about
the mediocre apple. The Equal Exchange
dark roast coffee was also quite to our liking and just what we needed to get our day
started. Bellies full and bodies caffinated,
we reluctantly returned to campus, knowing
full well we would return soon enough to
our dear Blue Shirt. O
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SPORTS

Sticks, Pucks, and Slap Shots:
BY JONATHAN

CARLSON

A

chill is creeping into the air. To
most people, that chill signifies
the start of another exciting,
head-bashing season of NFL football. To
some, it triggers the memory of something
different. Something colder and faster. A
distant memory of a blade scraping the
smooth ice and a puck hurling through the
frozen air of an arena packed to the brim
with screaming fans. It is the memory of
the National Hockey League.
Unfortunately, it is a memory that is
quickly fading from the national consciousness. Once a staple of the American winter,
the NHL has now tumbled to the edge of
obscurity. People just don’t care anymore.
There are too many teams in too many
states that just weren’t meant for hockey.
I mean, let’s be honest. What possible use
does the state of Florida have for a professional hockey team? Most people down
there don’t know the difference between
an ice skate and a martini.
Yet as it stands, Florida has not one,
but two teams playing in the NHL. There
are also franchises in Nashville, San Jose,
Los Angeles, Anaheim, Phoenix, Dallas,
and Atlanta. If you’re a fan of any of these
teams, please don’t take this personally, but
they just don’t make much sense. Not only
are these regions not at all conducive to the
sport, but they, along with pitiful expansion
teams like the Columbus Blue Jackets, make
for a system that is just too large for the
amount of talent available.
There simply aren’t enough quality
players to fill 30 professional rosters. As
a result, the talent pool is diluted and the
end-product is decisively mediocre. Can
you imagine the quality of play we’d witness if the NHL went back to the days of
the Original Six (read: Boston, Montreal,
Toronto, Chicago, Detroit, and New York)?
Even a league with only 15 teams would be
far superior to the current system.
Yet, at this juncture, such a concept is
entirely unrealistic, so league officials have
looked to correct the (many) other flaws in
the game in a desperate attempt to bring
their fans back to the rinks. They’ve created
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new rules to speed up the game, discourage
the “trap” defense, and increase scoring.
They’ve also toughened up on penalties in
order to cut back on fighting, which is, in
my opinion, a mistake, as fights were really
the only things keeping the fans interested
over the past few years. Perhaps the most
noticeable change is the birth of the shootout, developed to ensure that every game
will have a winner rather than risk the possibility of ending in a tie.
The jury is still out as to whether or not
these changes will be good for the game.
After watching their implementation for
the first time last season, I’d have to say that
they actually worked pretty well. The game
was certainly faster, and the shootouts were
generally exciting, if not sometimes annoying, but there was still something missing:
passion. Fans have the capability of being
so incredibly passionate and connected to
the teams that they sway the outcome of a
game. That type of dedication is now very
rare in hockey, but it is absolutely essential
if the sport wants to survive.
From a personal perspective, I would
be thrilled to see the NHL return to prominence. Believe it or not, I was a Bruins fan
before I was a Red Sox or Patriots fan and
I’ve always loved the game. In recent years
I’ve traded my black and gold jersey for
the grass of the Fenway outfield and the
Foxboro 50-yard line, but I think it’s time
to at least think about returning to the ice.
There is something truly exhilarating about
watching a forward fly across the blueline
on a breakaway or watching a goaltender
stand on his head to make a spectacular
save. It's not a perfect sport, but it's a
beautiful one, and I’d like to take this time
to encourage each and every one of you to
give it a chance. If you don’t like it, fine.
At least you made the effort. But if you do
enjoy it, you may have discovered some of
the passion that has been deep in hiding for
the past decade.
In any event, having gotten that little
soliloquy out of the way, and hopefully
having hooked a few of you into the world
of the NHL, I think it’s now appropriate
to focus in on the upcoming season and
what it has in store, particularly where

fortunes of the hometown Boston Bruins
are concerned.
While it looks as though perennial
contenders like Detroit, New Jersey, and
Ottawa are in position to continue their
dominance, there are many more question marks than certainties leading into
the 06-07 season. Will Carolina be able to
defend their Stanley Cup championship
season without the formidable presence
of defenseman, Doug Weight (signed by
St. Louis) on the blueline? Will Ottawa
be able to withstand the loss of big-man
Zdeno Chara to Boston? Will the Maple
Leafs be able to return to their once
consistently elite form without a proven
number-one goaltender? And speaking of
goaltenders, what on earth were the New
York Islanders thinking by giving belowaverage backstop, Rick DiPietro a 15-year,
$67.5 million contract?
That may be another issue entirely,
but with the high percentage of free-agent
turnover that took place this offseason,
there is sure to be significant change in
the balance of power in both conferences.
Look for previously elite teams like Dallas
to take a dive in the standings while other
teams make a run at reversing previous
failures (Pittsburgh, anyone?).
What about Boston, you ask? The
truth is that until they take the ice, nobody’s
entirely sure about this team. They’ve
overhauled their entire system, firing general manager, Mike O’Connell, as well as
head coach, Mike Sullivan, replacing them
with Ottawa’s former assistant GM, Peter
Chiarelli, and one-time head coach of the
Detroit Red Wings, Dave Lewis. They’ve
gotten rid of franchise icons like Joe
Thornton and Sergei Samsonov, along with
other notable players like Nick Boynton,
Hal Gill, Andrew Raycroft, Brian Leetch,
and last summer’s free-agent bust, Alexei
Zhamnov.
With such a complete dismantling of
the roster, one might be inclined to believe
that there’s no way to successfully rebuild
the team in one season. Yet the replacements that new management has brought
in are rather intriguing.
Leading the pack of new faces is

Sensational Seconds:
The NFL, Week Two

Zdeno Chara, the 6 ft. 9in., 260 lb defenseman who helped lead Ottawa to multiple
playoff appearances not only because
of his exceptional strength and skill, but
also because of his invaluable leadership
and work-ethic. Look for him to be the
heart and soul of the new Boston team.
Joining him is elite forward, Mark Savard,
who is penciled in to be the playmaking
number two center the Bruins lacked last
season. Other newcomers include veteran
defenseman, Paul Mara, consistently solid
right wing, Shean Donovan, and promising
rookie forward Phil Kessel out of the University of Minnesota. Add these names to
the core of Patrice Bergeron, Brad Boyes,
Marco Sturm, Glen Murray, P.J. Axelsson,
and Brad Stuart, and you start to have a
very promising, young group of players.
As far as goaltending, while there is not
yet an official number-one in place, both
Hannu Toivonen and Tim Thomas have
outstanding talent. Expect the younger,
more athletic Toivonen to break camp
with the starting job, but if he falters even
a little, Thomas will be more than ready to
jump into the fray.
While nothing is set in stone, at the
very least this should be an interesting
season of hockey to watch. There are new
faces, new team dynamics, and the game is
at a point in its history where it is constantly
evolving and attempting to become the
powerhouse it once was. Will this be the
season where it finally succeeds? Probably
not. There are still too many hurdles to
overcome. But if hockey can even approach
the level of excitement and fan enthusiasm
that it saw in the 60’s and 70’s, that will be
a step in the right direction.
So for now, sit back and enjoy the
electricity that is the National Football
League. But when the winter months roll
around, take a few minutes away from the
gridiron to glance at the National Hockey
League. It might not be pretty, it might
not be thrilling, and it might not even be
good. But beneath the clutter there is a raw
beauty that is rarely seen in sport, and when
it finally breaks through the surface again,
you’ll want to make sure you’re ready for
whatever happens next. O

BY

DANIEL SCHNEIDER

T

he second week of the NFL was
touted as a Sunday of Division
Showdowns;11 different games
featured division rivals across the league.
A weekend such as this provides football
fans with the chance to get an early season
league-wide assessment of the direction
of their favorite team. Every coach, player,
and fan understands the importance of
divisional games, whether it is in September
or December.
This weekend certainly provided us
with a sort of “state of the NFL,” with
these early season match-ups acting as
barometers for many teams around the
league. Some of the developments were
expected, and left us nodding our heads
like one of the ESPN “expert” analysts
who made a sweeping, general predication that miraculously came to fruition.
Other games roused a certain amount of
surprise, leaving us intrigued. There was
one game in particular, however, that left
fans league-wide with their football world
turned upside down.
Not surprisingly, the Colts embarrassed the Texans. By fumbling on the second play of the game, David Carr and his
team essentially fumbled the game away to
the Colts. Peyton Manning easily improved
to 9-0 against Houston in his career, while
posting a 26/38, 400 yard- passing, 3 TD,
0 INT stat line. Manning passed Johnny
Unitas on the Colts’ all-time completions
list, while Marvin Harrison also surpassed
Art Monk for fifth on the NFL all-time
receptions list.
Thus, the state of affairs in the AFC
South remained the same as it has been
for several seasons. With Houston and
Tennesse struggling at 0-2, and 1-0 Jacksonville facing the daunting task of facing
Pittsburgh on Sunday night, the Colts again
are the clear front-runner in the AFC South
and should have a one game lead in the
division race after Monday night.
Moving along to the AFC West, the
Chargers defense is a force to be reckoned
with. They garnered instant respect after
using their sterling 3-4 scheme to stymie the
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Marvin Harrison makes one of his seven
receptions in the game, moving up to fifth on
the NFL all-time receptions list.
Colts perfect season bid last season. They
nearly recorded their second straight shutout while limiting the Titans to a measly
218 yards of total offense. With defensive
playmakers Shawne Merriman and Quentin
Jammer intercepting starter Kerry Collins,
LaDanian Tomlinson (19 rushes, 71 yds,
2 TDs) and super-sub Michael Turner (13
rushes, 138 yds) running wild, the Chargers
have been able to boost first year starter
Phillip Rivers confidence while increasing
his passing attempts from 11 last week to
35 this week. The Chargers, as expected,
have dangerous playmakers on both sides
of the ball. They appear to be the early favorites in the AFC West, and with a strong
running game and superb defense they
have the ingredients necessary to win big
games on the road in hostile environments
such as Denver and Kansas City.
The Oakland game was over before
it started. With the Joey Porter-Art Shell
controversy consuming the vast majority of
Raider news, it is easy to see why they keep
spiraling downward. Injured starter Aaron
Brooks (2 fumbles) gave way to Andrew
Walter who finished with one third as many
interceptions (3) as completions (10). With
their quarterback situation, the Raiders
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are letting the super-talented Randy Moss
rot away with only 2 catches for 32 yards.
The running game managed only 39 yards,
while the offensive line proved equally as
inept in the pass blocking game, allowing
6 sacks. They clearly miss the presence of
injured tackle Robert Gallery, but their
problems run even deeper. The Raiders
have yet to score a touchdown, and have
now been outscored 55-6 to start the 2006
campaign. Look for the rest of the AFC
West to continue to feast on the Raiders
for easy division victories.
Over in the NFC, the Bears, with
their superb defense, are hardly regarded
as an offensive juggernaut. With the oftinjured Rex Grossman
at the helm, however,
the defensive-minded
Bears produced some
offensive flash en route
to overwhelming the
under achieving Detroit Lions 34-7. Grossman turned in a career-best performance
by compiling a 148.0 QG rating. The Bears
defense set the tone as expected, forcing
and recovering a fumble on the Lions’ first
possession. With the continued emergence
of Rex Grossman and an effective passing
game, the Bears appear ready to make the
leap from simply relying on an elite defense
and grind-it-out running game to a multidimensional Super Bowl threat. The Bears
certainly have bigger goals than a weak NFC
North title on their minds. It would appear
the rest of the division will be playing for a
Wild Card birth come December.
Another suprising turn of events is the
series of winless starts this season by the
Green Bay Packers, Miami Dolphins, and
Carolina Panthers. Each of these teams
came into the new season hungry, and
ready to build upon last year’s results. For
the Panthers, their loss to the Seahawks
in the NFC title game did nothing to hurt
their status as a widely regarded choice to
represent the NFC this year in the title
game. Through the first two games of 2006,
the Panthers most notable developments
have been their injuries. The offense has
been stalled, managing only 19 points so
far this season after key injuries to receiver
Steve Smith, and o-line leaders Travelle
Wharton and Justin Hartwig, leaving QB
Jack Delhomme and the rest of the offense
in neutral. The Julius Peppers–led Carolina
defense will the need the offense to find its

rhythm if they wish to make it back to the
NFC title game and realize their Super Bowl
potential. The Panthers can still rebound in
a less-than-impressive NFC South, but they
must get on track quickly.
For the Packers and the Dolphins,
the two storied franchises have had well
documented struggles in recent years. But
with busy off-seasons, the renewed vigor of
Brett Farve for the Packers and the acquisition of Dante Culpepper by the Dolphins,
both teams looked ready to make an early
season statement.
Culpepper and the Miami offense has
run into two highly regarded defenses in the
Pittsburgh Steelers in week one followed by

was dynamic as they pressured Eli Manning
and recorded sack after sack as they held the
Giants’ offense in check.
In a game that seemed to be doing
nothing but going the home team’s way,
Tim Carter’s recovery of a Plaxico Burress
fumble in the end zone for the Giants second score early in the fourth quarter looked
to be a turning point in the momentum of
that game. Another fumble by Brian Westbrook, on an ill-advised jump while running
towards the pile, would further swing the
momentum the Giants way.
After watching the replay several times
I was unable to discern why he would put
the football at risk like that at that stage
of the game. Will Demps
would recover the fumble
on the Eagle’s 33-yard
line, leading to an eventual Manning to Amani
Toomer TD pass. The
stunned home crowd saw the Giants final
drive of the fourth quarter end in a gametying Jay Feely field goal. They appeared
so deflated they were unable to rain down
an appropriate chorus of boos. In the
extra-period, with 3:11 left, Manning was
able to hook up with Plaxico Burress who
made an impressive leaping grab for the
game-winning 31-yard TD pass. With that
game-winner, Manning finished 31 of 43
for 371 yards, 3 TDs, and 1 INT. He was
countered by another strong game from
Donovan McNabb, who finished 27 of 45
for 350 yards and two scores.
McNabb and the Eagles, however,
seemed to forgo their original game plan in
favor of a more conservative one as they
sat on their large lead, setting the scene for
the Giant’s impressive comeback win. While
the Giants comeback was impressive, this
type of implosion could have long lasting
destructive effects on the Eagle’s season. If
they are unable to close out key, winnable
games like this one against the Giants,
they will be looking up at the Giants and
Dallas in the NFC East come the end of
the season.
The results from the second Sunday
of the 2006 NFL season ranged from the
mundane to the spectacular. Depending on
which team you hold your alliances with,
your reactions to these results may have
varied from a sigh of relief, to screams of
frustration. Week three should bring some
more of the same. O

The Raiders miss the presence of
injured tackle Robert Gallery, but their
problems run even deeper.
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the Buffalo Bills in week two. Dante and his
offense has not looked comfortable for any
sustained stretch yet this season.
While Farve and the Green Bay offense endured similar offensive struggles in
the first week versus the Bears, they broke
out in the second week with Farve airing it
out for 340 yards, 3 TDs, and 1 INT. While
Farve recovered from his first career shutout, he was outshined by new Saint Drew
Brees (353 yards passing, 2TDs, 1INT) and
the Saints offense that came back from a
score of 13-0 to spoil the initially promising
day for the Packers. Many of Brett Farve’s
detractors are glowing with “I told you
so” smirks as they continue to trash his
decision to return to the game. As for the
Dolphins, they must find a way to protect
Dante Culpepper and his surgically-repaired
knee if they hope to avoid falling further
behind the division-leading Patriots as week
three approaches.
Coming as a shock is the New York
Giant’s 30-24 OT victory against the Philadelphia Eagles in Philadelphia. This match
up of NFC East division heavyweights certainly did not disappoint. The Eagles looked
like the pre-TO meltdown team of the 2004
Super Bowl season for three quarters, as
they yielded only one score while putting
up 24 points in impressive fashion. During this stretch Donovan McNabb, Brian
Westbrook, Donte Stallworth and the rest
of the Philly offense had its way with the
Giants defense, while the Eagle’s defense

“An optional support system for students.”
—Katy Ansell, ’07

“I think it should be extracurricular, only there
if a student needs it or wants it.”
—Aaron Levine, ’07

“I think religion at Tufts is another method
of creating community at Tufts, man.”
—Danny Lutz, ’07

“I believe that the Judeo-Christian ethic is the
foundation for a good and free society.”
—Ryan Sorba, ’07
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